POP-UP STALL OPPORTUNITY

An opportunity exists for an operator to run a pop-up stall on Thesen Island. This pop-up stall could consist of food & beverages or land-based adventure activities or retail offerings.

The area available is a grass area managed by SANParks between the NSRI building and WHE+ restaurant on Thesen Island. This pop-up opportunity will be available from **20 December 2019 to 31 January 2020**. The operator will have to provide their own temporary infrastructure from which to operate, and this should be in keeping or congruent with the general appearance of infrastructure on Thesen Island.

Interested operators should submit details of their proposed opportunity including the following:

- **Full description of the goods or services to be offered**
- **Business profile**
- **Description and photos of the infrastructure that will be used**
- **Any relevant certificates such as food & hygiene certificates**
- **Details of the offer to SANParks (percentage of turnover or flat rate).**

The above documents will be used to evaluate proposals. Please submit the relevant documents for attention: Lindi Engelbrecht-Wilbrahim, Email: lindi.engelbrecht-wilbrahim@sanparks.org Tel: **044 302 5600/45** or hand deliver to SANParks Jetty Office, Thesen Island, Knysna, **by 11h00 on 18 December 2019**. No late submissions will be evaluated.